In this article, we formalize in Mizar [1], [2] a binary operation of points on an elliptic curve over GF(p) in affine coordinates. We show that the operation is unital, complementable and commutative. Elliptic curve cryptography [3], whose security is based on a difficulty of discrete logarithm problem of elliptic curves, is important for information security.
Set of Points on Elliptic Curve in Affine Coordinates
From now on p denotes a 5 or greater prime number and z denotes an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. Now we state the propositions: (1) Let us consider a prime number p, elements a, b of GF(p), and an element P of ProjCo(GF(p)). Suppose P = 0, 1, 0 or (P ) 3,3 = 1. Then the represent point of P = P .
Proof: If P = 0, 1, 0 , then the represent point of P = P . If (P ) 3,3 = 1, then the represent point of P = P by [5, (2) ], [6, (3) ]. (2) Let us consider a 5 or greater prime number p, an element z of the parameters of elliptic curve p, and elements P , O of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose O = 0, 1, 0 . Then (P ) 3,3 = 0 if and only if P ≡ O. The theorem is a consequence of (1). (3) Let us consider a 5 or greater prime number p, an element z of the parameters of elliptic curve p, and an element P of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). If (P ) 3,3 = 0, then P ≡ (compell ProjCo (z, p))(P ). The theorem is a consequence of (2). (4) Let us consider elements P , O of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose O = 0, 1, 0 . Then (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, (compell ProjCo (z, p))(P )) ≡ O. The theorem is a consequence of (2) and (3). Let p be a 5 or greater prime number and z be an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. The functor EC-SetAffCo(z, p) yielding a non empty subset of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ) is defined by the term (Def. 1) {P , where P is an element of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ) : (P ) 3,3 = 1 or P = 0, 1, 0 }. Now we state the proposition:
Let us consider a 5 or greater prime number p, an element z of the parameters of elliptic curve p, and an element P of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Now we state the propositions: (6) The represent point of P is an element of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). (7) If P ∈ EC-SetAffCo(z, p), then the represent point of P = P . The theorem is a consequence of (1). Let us consider elements P , O of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Now we state the propositions: The theorem is a consequence of (2) and (1). (10) Let us consider an element P of ProjCo(GF(p)). Then the represent point of the represent point of P = the represent point of P . The theorem is a consequence of (1).
(11) Let us consider elements P , Q of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose the represent point of P ≡ the represent point of Q. Then the represent point of P = the represent point of Q. The theorem is a consequence of (10).
Let p be a 5 or greater prime number and z be an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. The functor compell-AffCo(z, p) yielding a unary operation on EC-SetAffCo(z, p) is defined by (Def. 2) for every element P of EC-SetAffCo(z, p), it(P ) = the represent point of (compell ProjCo (z, p))(P ).
Let F be a function from EC-SetAffCo(z, p) into EC-SetAffCo(z, p) and P be an element of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). Let us observe that the functor F (P ) yields an element of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). The functor addell-AffCo(z, p) yielding a binary operation on EC-SetAffCo(z, p) is defined by
Let us observe that the functor F (Q, R) yields an element of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). Now we state the proposition:
Let us consider elements P , O of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). Now we state the propositions:
(13) If O = 0, 1, 0 , then (addell-AffCo(z, p))(O, P ) = P . The theorem is a consequence of (12) and (7).
(14) If O = 0, 1, 0 , then (addell-AffCo(z, p))(P, O) = P . The theorem is a consequence of (12) and (7). (16) Let us consider elements P , O of EC-SetAffCo(z, p). Suppose O = 0, 1, 0 . Then (addell-AffCo(z, p))(P, (compell-AffCo(z, p))(P )) = O. The theorem is a consequence of (7), (4), and (2).
Commutative Property of Operations of Points on Elliptic Curve
Now we state the propositions: Proof: Reconsider g 2 = 2 mod p as an element of GF(p). Then (addell-AffCo(z, p))(P, Q) = (addell-AffCo(z, p))(Q, P ). The theorem is a consequence of (19). Let p be a 5 or greater prime number and z be an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. One can verify that addell-AffCo(z, p) is non empty, commutative, and unital.
The functor 0-EC(z, p) yielding an element of EC-SetAffCo(z, p) is defined by the term (Def. 4) 0, 1, 0 .
Let us consider p and z. Let us observe that EC-SetAffCo(z, p), addell-AffCo (z, p) is Abelian and EC-SetAffCo(z, p), addell-AffCo(z, p), 0-EC(z, p) is left zeroed and right zeroed and EC-SetAffCo(z, p), addell-AffCo(z, p), 0-EC(z, p) is complementable.
Let p be a 5 or greater prime number and z be an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. One can verify that EC-SetAffCo(z, p), addell-AffCo(z, p) is unital. Now we state the proposition: (21) Let us consider a 5 or greater prime number p, and an element z of the parameters of elliptic curve p. Then 1 EC-SetAffCo(z,p),addell-AffCo(z,p) = 0-EC(z, p). The theorem is a consequence of (15). Let p be a 5 or greater prime number and z be an element of the parameters of elliptic curve p. One can check that EC-SetAffCo(z, p), addell-AffCo(z, p) is commutative, group-like, and non empty. Now we state the propositions: (22) Let us consider elements P 1 , P 2 , Q of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose P 1 ≡ P 2 . Then (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P 1 , Q) ≡ (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P 2 , Q). The theorem is a consequence of (19). (23) Let us consider elements P , Q 1 , Q 2 of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose Q 1 ≡ Q 2 . Then (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, Q 1 ) ≡ (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, Q 2 ). The theorem is a consequence of (19) and (22). (24) Let us consider elements P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Suppose P 1 ≡ P 2 and Q 1 ≡ Q 2 . Then (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P 1 , Q 1 ) ≡ (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P 2 , Q 2 ). The theorem is a consequence of (22) and (23). 
The theorem is a consequence of (2). (28) Let us consider elements P , Q of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ), and elements g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 8 , gf 1 , gf 2 , gf 3 , gf 4 of GF(p). Suppose P ≡ Q and (P ) 3,3 = 1 and (Q) 3,3 = 1 and g 2 = 2 mod p and g 3 = 3 mod p and g 4 = 4 mod p and g 8 = 8 mod p and gf 1 = (z) 1 +g 3 ·(((P ) 1,3 ) 2 ) and gf 2 = (P ) 2,3 and gf 3 = (P ) 1,3 · ((P ) 2,3 ) · gf 2 and gf 4 = gf 1 2 − g 8 · gf 3 . Then (addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, Q) = g 2 · gf 4 · gf 2 , gf 1 · (g 4 · gf 3 − gf 4 ) − g 8 · (((P ) 2,3 ) 2 ) · (gf 2 2 ), g 8 · (gf 2 3 ) . The theorem is a consequence of (2). Let us consider elements P , Q of EC SetProjCo ((z) 1 ). Now we state the propositions:
(29) Suppose (P ) 3,3 = 1 and (Q) 3,3 = 1. Then (compell ProjCo (z, p))((addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, Q)) ≡ (addell ProjCo (z, p)) ((compell ProjCo (z, p))(P ), (compell ProjCo (z, p))(Q)). The theorem is a consequence of (27), (28), and (26). (30) (compell ProjCo (z, p))((addell ProjCo (z, p))(P, Q)) ≡ (addell ProjCo (z, p)) ((compell ProjCo (z, p))(P ), (compell ProjCo (z, p))(Q)). The theorem is a consequence of (25), (8) 
